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INSPIRED DESIGN
As Spring ushers in new perspectives, we are pleased to offer an inspired approach to promotional products.
Our design team searches the world for what’s in-demand—providing solutions to support the ever-changing
ways in which we live, work and play. Inspired by the latest cultural and design trends, we create products that
are artfully designed, yet fully functional and flexible, for today’s fluid lifestyle. We design products that make
a difference—products that are eco-friendly, use natural and renewable resources, support giving back and promote
reuse. We complement our line by developing partnerships with trusted, well-known brands to offer the best
selection of innovative, smart and highly desirable products at a wide variety of price points.
Thoughtfully designed and distinctively innovative, take a fresh look with us.

2022 TRENDS
Discover the latest trends that our in-house design team has been busy researching
and developing to deliver relevant, distinctive designs and inspired products.

ENGAGE
Inspiring Ways to Connect.
The online world is no longer an escape from reality, but an extension of it, enmeshing itself into our
lives both personally and professionally. The total immersion in this virtual world leaves consumers
craving a genuine connection with content, products and experiences designed to engage.

ESCAPE
Get Away From it All.
Seeking to take control and get away from our daily routines, we are enamored
with adventure—craving getaways both big and small to help us find new ways of escape.

IMPROVE
Imagining a Better Way.
Social consciousness meets personal responsibility as consumers invest their time,
money and energy to improve their lives and the world around them.

LOOKBOOK ICONS

Easily identify products that reflect the latest trends and/or have features that meet your customer's needs.
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GIVE BACK

SUSTAINABLE

PERSONALIZE

QR CODES

Feel good about making the world a
bit better by selecting products from
companies that contribute funds to
charitable efforts.

Make a difference with products
that are eco-friendly and use recycled
materials or renewable resources.

Personalization customizes products
with the recipient's name or initials. It's a
memorable addition to the decoration
or as the decoration by itself.

Scan the QR Codes throughout the
lookbook for all current US product,
pricing, decoration and service
information.
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EXPLORE THE
WORLD AGAIN

Celebrate the Love
of Adventure

NEW

Out of The Woods®
Dolphin Cooler

Keep it cool from the market straight to
the picnic blanket with the square-bottomed
Dolphin Cooler. It's flat base allows groceries to stack easily.
It's FSC®-certified (FSC® C153080), made of tree cellulose, a renewable
resource, from responsibly managed forests. 24 can capacity.
101181-130 Stone
IMPROVE TREND
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SCAN HERE

For all current
US product, pricing,
decoration & service
information!
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NEW

Out of The Woods®
Seagull Cooler

From the farmer’s market to a workweek commute—this may be the most
versatile cooler we’ve ever seen. Part
shopping tote, part weekender—it’s
insulated and spacious. It's FSC®-certified
(FSC® C153080), made of tree cellulose,
a renewable resource, from responsibly
managed forests. 24 can capacity.
101182-130 Stone
IMPROVE TREND
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Naturally Designed
Out of the Woods products are sustainable, vegan and reusable. Made from Supernatural Paper®,
a remarkable new textile, which has the luxurious look and feel of leather while being 100% animal-free.
As the name suggests, Supernatural Paper® is actually an improvement on traditional paper,
only enhanced to be durable and made with responsibly
sourced resources from managed forests.

NEW

Out of The Woods®
Connoisseur Wine Tote

One of our favorite gifts for any host, this wine
tote features Supernatural Paper™.
It's FSC®-certified (FSC® C153080), made
of tree cellulose, a renewable resource, from
responsibly managed forests. Washable, sustainable
and reusable, it’s a thoroughly modern way
to carry the perfect bottle of wine.

NEW

Out of The Woods®
Insulated Wine & Spirits Valet

Keep spirits high and wine at the perfect
temperature with this insulated, padded valet.
It's FSC®-certified (FSC® C153080), made
of tree cellulose, a renewable resource,
from responsibly managed forests.
101185-237 Sahara • 101185-920 Ebony

101184-237 Sahara • 101184-920 Ebony

IMPROVE TREND

IMPROVE TREND
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Carefree Days
NEW

govino® 12 oz. Wine Glass

Wine connoisseurs will raise a toast to these elegant glasses, designed
to reflect a wine’s true color and project its aromatics much like fine
crystal. They are made from BPA/BPS-free polymers and yet are
entirely shatterproof. govino's instantly recognizable thumb-notch
elevates any beverage in any setting. Made in the USA.

Dishwasher Safe

Handwash

{ Sold in US only }

{ Sold in US only }

101285-000 Clear
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101288-000 Clear

NEW

govino® 16 oz. Wine Glass

Everybody’s favorite shatterproof, reusable and ultimately recyclable
16 oz glass is perfect for picnics, block parties, poolside and more.
So go ahead and serve up a large gathering and raise a toast.
They are made from BPA/BPS-free polymers and are entirely
shatterproof. govino's instantly recognizable thumb-notch elevates
any beverage in any setting. Made in the USA.

Dishwasher Safe

Handwash

{ Sold in US only }

{ Sold in US only }

101284-000 Clear

101287-000 Clear
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Raise a Glass

NEW

govino® 8 oz. Flute

Serve up that bubbly anywhere with the shatterproof flute that's
made from crystal-clear BPA/BPS-free polymers and designed to
hold champagne or wine elegantly and safely. A sophisticated shape
and a patented thumb-notch make this a one-of-a-kind flute that'll
bring sparkle to any occasion. Made in the USA.

Dishwasher Safe

Handwash

{ Sold in US only }

{ Sold in US only }

101286-000 Clear
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101289-000 Clear

Every CORKCICLE® purchase helps bring clean water to people in need through CORKCICLE’s partnership with charity: water.
By giving people access to clean water, they are restoring health, providing new opportunities and creating real change in developing countries.
For more information, visit corkcicle.com/pages/charity-water

NEW COLOR ADDED

CORKCICLE® Stemless Wine Cup - 12 oz.

Poolside or beachside, this wine cup will soon be a favorite way to celebrate.
Made with wine in mind, but can be used for drinks of every kind. Keeps beverages hot
for up to 3 hours and cold for more than 9 hours.
100485-006 Matte Black • 100485-047 Brushed Steel • 100485-070 Gunmetal
100485-100 Gloss White • 100485-118 Prismatic NEW COLOR • 100485-240 Walnut
ENGAGE TREND
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NEW

Renegade Backpack

Go ahead and leave the road behind with
the backpack designed to take on the next
off-road adventure! Built with smart details,
like grommets that allow breathability while
keeping dirt and debris out and easy to clean
wipeable tarpaulin material.
101031-001 Black
101031-125 Tradewinds
ESCAPE TREND

NEW

Renegade Waist Pack Cooler

Hit the trails with this fun waist pack that doubles as a
cooler. Can be worn around the waist or across the body
with padded panels designed for comfort and keeping it
hands-free. 3 can or 2 bottle capacity.

NEW

Renegade Box Cooler

Rugged, wipeable and easy to clean, the Renegade Box
Cooler is made from durable tarpaulin material and
is ready for the next adventure. 24 can capacity.
101003-001 Black • 101003-125 Tradewinds

101004-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND
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ESCAPE TREND

For the Pathfinder
NEW

Renew rPET Box Cooler

Roomy and recycled, this is a cooler
to feel good about carrying every day.
Designed with recycled fabric and webbing
made from plastic bottles. 16 can capacity.
101033-001 Black
IMPROVE TREND

NEW

Renew rPET Backpack Cooler

Good for the planet and great for any
outing. This backpack cooler contains a dual
zippered opening to a large, insulated main
compartment and is designed with recycled
fabric and webbing made from plastic
bottles. 20 can capacity.
101034-001 Black
IMPROVE TREND

MADE FROM PLASTIC BOTTLES
Recycled polyester is made from post-consumer materials, like recycled water bottles. By choosing recycled
polyester, we're able to deliver the same quality products, while reducing our environmental footprint.
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SCAN HERE

For all current
US product, pricing,
decoration & service
information!
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THE PERFECT
GET TOGETHER

Serve
it Up
NEW

Stonewall Kitchen® New England
Farmhouse Breakfast Gift Set

Share delicious and memorable mornings with
this gourmet breakfast gift set. Included is everything
needed to start the day off right with the aroma of
organic medium roast coffee from Vermont Coffee
Company®, along with Stonewall Kitchen Farmhouse
Pancake & Waffle Mix, Stonewall Kitchen Maine Maple
Syrup and Stonewall Kitchen Wild Maine Blueberry
Jam and two Soleil Ceramic Mugs. Comes nicely
packaged in a kraft gift box.
101316-006 Matte Black • 101316-107 Matte White
101316-415 Matte Navy
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NEW

Stonewall Kitchen® Italian Cuisine Gift Set

Give the gift of an easy-to-make dinner with this curated collection of delicious Italian favorites that
everyone knows and loves. Includes a box of certified organic, Italian imported Montebello Spaghetti,
robust Montebello Certified Organic Basil Marinara Sauce, Stonewall Kitchen Tomato Herb Bruschetta
Spread, Stonewall Kitchen Classic Italian Dressing and an Acacia Wood Charcuterie Board that
is all packed in a handy oversized canvas market tote.
101278-413 Navy Blue • 101278-933 Burgundy
ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT CHARCUTERIE BOARD

Stonewall Kitchen Pasta Night Gift Set
101320-413 Navy Blue • 101320-933 Burgundy
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NEW

Stonewall Kitchen® Bloody
Mary Craft Cocktail Gift Set

A colorful and bloody brilliant gift for every
Bloody Mary fan. This set contains a classic,
delicious Stonewall Kitchen Bloody Mary
drink mixer, Olives and Pickled Crunchy
Carrots from Tillen Farms along with a W&P
Bartender's Knife equipped with a multipurpose blade that allows you to peel, slice
and pick your cocktail ingredients. Cheers!
101277-262 Kraft

NEW

La Cuisine Cheese Board
With Serving Set

Serve up sophistication, with this modern,
compact cheeseboard set. With an Acacia
wood cutting board and knives for both
hard and soft cheeses, it’s the perfect
gift for the discerning host.
101215-214 Wood
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NEW COLOR ADDED

CORKCICLE® Tumbler - 16 oz.

Every day is just a little more refreshing with the
wondercup that doesn’t quit. This stylish tumbler
keeps drinks cold for more than 9 hours and hot for
up to 3 hours. The sip-through, spill-resistant lid is
every commuter’s dream.
100481-006 Matte Black • 100481-047 Brushed Steel
100481-070 Gunmetal • 100481-100 Gloss White
100481-118 Prismatic NEW COLOR • 100481-240 Walnut
100481-405 Gloss Navy • 100481-617 Cardinal Red
ENGAGE TREND
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WHERE
WELLNESS GROWS

Take Good
Care

NEW COLOR ADDED

CORKCICLE® Canteen - 16 oz.

The classic canteen that goes where glass can’t, with style nothing can match.
It looks good and works hard, keeping beverages ice cold for a full 25 hours and hot
for up to 12 hours. A no sweat bottle design makes it the coolest canteen in town.
100483-006 Matte Black • 100483-047 Brushed Steel
100483-070 Gunmetal • 100483-100 Gloss White
100483-118 Prismatic NEW COLOR • 100483-240 Walnut
100483-405 Gloss Navy • 100483-617 Cardinal Red
ENGAGE TREND
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Refreshingly
Cool

NEW

All-Star Sports Bottle

In three perfect sizes and four popular
colors, this is the only sports bottle ever needed.
Impact resistant and lightweight, each lid
includes a push level pop-up straw and handle
to clip it and go.

18 oz.

101057-001 Black • 101057-088 Charcoal
101057-492 Sport Blue • 101057-935 Sport Red

29 oz.

101058-001 Black • 101058-088 Charcoal
101058-492 Sport Blue • 101058-935 Sport Red

42 oz.

101059-001 Black • 101059-088 Charcoal
101059-492 Sport Blue • 101059-935 Sport Red
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NEW COLOR ADDED

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated Wide Mouth Bottle - 32 oz.

This large capacity bottle is perfect for that on-the-go lifestyle! Its wide-mouth
opening makes it easy to clean, easy to add ice and even easier to love.
Keeps drinks hot up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24 hours.
100740-009 Black Powder • 100740-104 White Powder NEW COLOR

NEW

NEW

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated Wide Mouth
Hatchback Chug Lid Bottle - 20 oz.

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated Wide Mouth
Leakproof Straw Lid Bottle - 20 oz.

When we say leakproof, we really mean it. Just right for everyday
use anywhere at all, the chug-style lid has a high flow spout
and built-in magnet to keep the cap out of the way when in use.
Keeps drinks hot up to 12 hours and cold up to 24 hours.

Built for people on the go featuring an easy-open,
leakproof flip top, straw lid. Keeps drinks
hot up to 12 hours and cold up to 24 hours.

101224-009 Black Powder • 101224-104 White Powder
101223-009 Black Powder • 101223-104 White Powder

Every MiiR product sold helps fund transparent giving projects. MiiR gives at least 1% of revenue to nonprofit organizations whose
work empowers communities while benefiting the health of their natural environments. To date, MiiR has granted over $2.4M.
Simply Flip, Register, Follow. For more information visit www.MiiR.com.
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NEW

Renew rPET Lunch Cooler

Let's Do Lunch

Say hello to the modern update to
the classic lunch cooler. Made with
recycled fabric and webbing made
from plastic bottles, it’s a sustainable,
reusable and lovable solution for
everyday use. 9 can capacity.
101032-001 Black
IMPROVE TREND
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NEW

Out of The Woods®
Reusable Paper
Lunch Bag 2.0

It’s hard not to love this modern
take on a nostalgic classic. The brown
paper bag gets a major design
upgrade with an insulated lining,
a cotton webbing handle and it's
FSC®-certified (FSC® C153080),
made of tree cellulose, a renewable
resource, from responsibly managed
forests. 6 can capacity.
101178-237 Sahara
IMPROVE TREND

NEW

Out of The Woods® Hedgehog Lunch Bag

Put a little western flair into an old favorite with this modern
update to the classic brown paper bag. A smart solution for a
hike or a day at the office. It's FSC®-certified (FSC® C153080),
made of tree cellulose, a renewable resource, from responsibly
managed forests. 9 can capacity.
101179-237 Sahara • 101179-920 Ebony
IMPROVE TREND
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Out of the Woods products are sustainable, vegan and
reusable. Made from Supernatural Paper®, a remarkable
new textile, which has the luxurious look and feel of leather
while being 100% animal-free. As the name suggests,
Supernatural Paper® is actually an improvement on
traditional paper, only enhanced to be durable and made
with responsibly sourced resources from managed forests.

NEW

Out of The Woods®
Walrus Mini Lunch

Just right for a healthy lunch or a picnic for two with
a large main compartment and inner pockets for
storing utensils. It's FSC®-certified (FSC® C153080),
made of tree cellulose, a renewable resource, from
responsibly managed forests. 6 can capacity.
101180-130 Stone • 101180-920 Ebony
IMPROVE TREND

NEW

Out of The Woods® Mini Shopper Lunch

A thoroughly modern solution to today’s mobile lifestyle with an
extra-thick lining that keeps things cool longer, making it perfect
for a work lunch or a well-planned outing. It's FSC®-certified
(FSC® C153080), made of tree cellulose, a renewable resource,
from responsibly managed forests. 6 can capacity.
101177-130 Stone • 101177-237 Sahara
101177-920 Ebony
IMPROVE TREND
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READY FOR
EVERYTHING

Always Be
Prepared
NEW

Sidekick Seat Organizer

When the mobile office extends to the car, this is a clever
solution to love. Keeps laptops and paperwork within reach and
organized. A handy strap loops over the headrest and serves
as a carry handle when removing it from the vehicle. The
removable pouch includes an adjustable, removable shoulder
strap so it can be worn as a shoulder bag or crossbody.
Made from durable, recycled polyester, simulated pebble grain
leather and features sophisticated brass hardware.
101047-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND
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SCAN HERE

For all current
US product, pricing,
decoration & service
information!

C

See full Collection
on pages 28 & 29
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A

B

NEW
A

NEW

Sidekick Computer Backpack

Carry this roomy modular backpack in multiple
convenient ways. A large removable pouch
includes an adjustable, removable shoulder
strap so it can be worn as a shoulder bag or
crossbody. Made from durable, recycled
polyester, simulated pebble grain leather and
features sophisticated brass hardware.
101029-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND
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B

Sidekick Travel Duffel

Get away from it all with a just-right travel
duffel, perfect for a weekend escape or daily
commute. This duffel is fully modular, with
detachable pouches and adjustable shoulder
straps. Made from durable, recycled polyester,
simulated pebble grain leather and features
sophisticated brass hardware.
101030-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND

Smart Solutions
On-the-Go

D

C

E

NEW
D

NEW

Sidekick Sling Bag

Personalize the weekend escape with this
modular sling bag, sporting a convertible
pouch with an adjustable shoulder strap for
custom carrying. Made from durable, recycled
polyester, simulated pebble grain leather and
features sophisticated brass hardware.
101028-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND

E

Sidekick Cooler

This cooler comes complete with a convertible
pouch, a one can carrier and a removable
bottle opener. Made from durable, recycled
polyester, simulated pebble grain leather and
features sophisticated brass hardware.
24 can capacity.
101002-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND
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Good for People
Good for the Planet
NEW

Out of The Woods® Iconic Shopper

Roomy enough to carry everything and lightweight
enough to love—this tote will quickly be a go-to favorite
for any outing. It's FSC®-certified (FSC® C153080),
made of tree cellulose, a renewable resource, from
responsibly managed forests. Sustainable, vegan,
reusable and washable.
101183-237 Sahara • 101183-920 Ebony
IMPROVE TREND
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NEW

Renew rPET Packable Shopper

Lightweight and incredibly packable, this is the tote
for true on-the-go convenience. Designed with recycled
fabric and webbing made from plastic bottles, it’s a
feel-good solution that is ready for anything.
101035-001 Black
IMPROVE TREND

MADE FROM PLASTIC BOTTLES
Recycled polyester is made from post-consumer materials,
like recycled water bottles. By choosing recycled polyester,
we're able to deliver the same quality products, while
reducing our environmental footprint.

NEW

Renew rPET Tote

The classic tote gets a fresh design upgrade with
recycled fabric and webbing made from plastic bottles.
It comes complete with a zipper opening to a large main
compartment and interior bottle sleeve for keeping
beverages secure.
101036-001 Black
IMPROVE TREND
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NEW

Upcycled Zippered Pouch

Make an impact with the Upcycled Zippered Pouch, an eco-friendly pouch repurposed from
fabric remnants that would have been discarded. Using perfectly good fabric, this pouch has
avoided landfills and can continue to be useful, not wasteful.
101173-243 Deep Forest & Camel • 101173-448 Sea Blue & New Navy
IMPROVE TREND
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NEW

Moleskine® Metro
Rolltop Backpack

For urban dwellers on the go, this
lightweight rolltop bag is easy to carry from
city to city with its functional strap that secures it to
your luggage. For anyone who needs enough room
to fit big ideas, small accessories and everything
in between. Sized to hold up to 15" laptop.
101233-001 Black • 101233-402 Sapphire Blue

NEW

Moleskine® Metro Backpack
A backpack made for the modern world,
designed to carry your mobile office.
Comes with a comfortable air-mesh back
and a convenient luggage strap. Sized to
hold up to 15" laptop.
101232-001 Black
101232-402 Sapphire Blue
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BACK TO BUSINESS
IN STYLE

A

See full Collection
on pages 36 & 37

NEW

Mobile Office Hybrid Computer Backpack

A beautiful solution for the modern world, this bag seamlessly
transitions from the workplace to the home office. Included
removable kick-stand organizer is the perfect tool to stay
organized and productive in a mobile work environment.
Sized to hold up to a 17" laptop.
101042-058 Quiet Grey Heather • 101042-469 Navy Heather
ENGAGE TREND
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Optimize
the Workday

SCAN HERE

For all current
US product, pricing,
decoration & service
information!
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A

D

C
B

NEW
B

NEW

Mobile Office Hybrid
Zippered Pouch

This pouch is like a portable desk drawer! Easily
transports gadgets and small desk accessories and
stands up on its own so it's easy to stay organized
when working from anywhere.
101040-058 Quiet Grey Heather
101040-469 Navy Heather
ENGAGE TREND
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C

Mobile Office Hybrid
Toiletry Bag

This compact toiletry bag stores all essentials
in one good looking pouch. It’s just the right size
for a quick business trip or to keep those everyday
personal items all in one spot.
101039-058 Quiet Grey Heather
101039-469 Navy Heather
ENGAGE TREND

NEW

Sharpie® S-Gel Metal
Champagne Barrel

Finally—intense, bold colors that won’t smear
or bleed! Make writing more vivid with this
sleek metal barrel pen.
101317-001 Black • 101317-436 Royal Blue
{ Sold in US only }

NEW

Sharpie® S-Gel Metal
Gunmetal Barrel

Comfort and color line up just right with the highperformance gel pen. Vivid, no-smear colors flow
freely with a contoured rubber grip to get happily
through any writing task.
101318-001 Black • 101318-436 Royal Blue
{ Sold in US only }

NEW
D

Mobile Office Hybrid
Crossbody Padfolio

Mobilize office essentials beautifully with
this reimagined, wearable padfolio. A clever
simulated leather flap keeps notes private
and includes a pocket just right for business
cards. Adjustable, removable strap.
100977-058 Quiet Grey Heather
100977-469 Navy Heather
ENGAGE TREND

NEW

Sharpie® Roller Pen

Performance and precision are perfectly
matched with the Sharpie Roller, engineered with
a .5mm arrow tip to tackle the fine print with ease.
Translucent grip helps quickly identify the ink color.
101319-001 Black • 101319-436 Royal Blue
101319-610 Red
{ Sold in US only }
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TRAVEL COMPANIONS
THEY’LL LOVE

Make an
Easy
Getaway
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MADE FROM PLASTIC BOTTLES
Recycled polyester is made from post-consumer
materials, like recycled water bottles. By choosing
recycled polyester, we're able to deliver the
same quality products, while reducing our
environmental footprint.

NEW

Renew rPET 3 Piece Packing Cube Set

The perfect companions for organized travel, these
three packing cubes nest together for easy storage when
not in use. Designed with recycled fabric and webbing
made from plastic bottles.
101038-001 Black
IMPROVE TREND

NEW

Renew rPET Toiletry Bag

Feel good about this handy pouch, designed with recycled
fabric and webbing made from plastic bottles. Toss it in a tote,
backpack or duffel and keep all toiletries ready to go.
101037-001 Black
IMPROVE TREND
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New Ways
to Depart

NEW

NEW

Samsonite Zippered Pouch

Samsonite Zippered Pouch
& 6 Piece Travel Bottle Set

This versatile pouch is designed to hold all kinds
of everyday essentials and toiletries. With a front
zippered pocket for storing small accessories and a
roomy main compartment, it’s easy to see why it’s a
staple in every commuter’s bag.
101125-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND

Here’s the checkpoint friendly travel companion
everyone's been waiting for. Keeps toiletries
organized and eliminates those constant travel
purchases. Stores liquids and lotions in 4 bottles with
spray, squeeze, pump and pour tops—and creams
and vitamins in 2 convenient tubs.
101149-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND
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NEW

Samsonite Ascentra
Carry-on Spinner

Enjoy a smooth and balanced
rolling experience and
navigate any airport with ease.
Thoughtful touches abound
like fabrics made of 100% post
consumer waste and integrated
side pockets with USB
pass through.
101234-001 Black
ESCAPE TREND
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We offer:
• Unique design and build capabilities
• Excellence in compliance management

• Expertise with 35 years of direct
import experience

• Global team with a dedicated office in Asia

There are 3 ways to partner with us:
1

STOCK

Direct Import For Huge Savings
See something in our line that you and your customers like?
Have 90+ days lead time? Help your clients save up to 30%
by ordering direct from overseas.
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2 STOCK MODIFIED

Design Modifications
Our in-house design team can modify any
Gemline product to create a custom look.

MODIFICATIONS SHOWN:
• Recycled materials
• Unique decoration areas
and techniques
• Customized zipper pulls
• Printed or specific color linings

3

CUSTOM

Completely Custom
Partner with our in-house design team to create
exclusive promotional products that truly represent
your customer’s brand.
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SPRING LOOKBOOK 2022
gemline.com or gemline.ca

SCAN HERE

For all current
US product, pricing,
decoration & service
information!
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